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SCHOOL NEWSLETTER – DECEMBER 2018 

The Autumn term is always the longest and the busiest in the school year and this term has 

been no exception. Not a day goes by without something new and exciting happening in 

classrooms throughout the school and I hope this newsletter gives you a flavour of what’s 

been going on over the past few weeks. Christmas, of course, is upon us, and as I write 

these words, staff and children are busy preparing for their Christmas concerts and our 

forthcoming Christmas Fayre – I hope you’re able to come along and share them with us. 

Speaking of Christmas, this last month has seen a few early presents arrive in school in the 

shape of a much needed revamp of our IT provision. Every classroom has had a brand new, 

state of the art touchscreen board installed, together with a new computer with dedicated 

interactive software. We are also very close to completing a new computer suite with 30 

brand new machines, enough for a whole class to enjoy focussed computing lessons, each 

child with their own computer. We’re confident that this investment will not only 

considerably enhance our children’s computing curriculum, but also really help to prepare 

them for life in the 21st century. 

Finally, a big ‘thank you’ to everybody who responded to our recent parent questionnaire. 

The results were extremely positive, as well as giving us one or two things to think about. 

I’ll share the results, and our responses to them, in the new year. 

In the meantime, I hope everybody has a fantastic Christmas and I look forward to seeing 

you all return in January, refreshed and ready to LEARN, ASPIRE and ACHIEVE on into 

the new year… 

 

 



It’s always a privilege to take the children to the many tournaments that we have the 

opportunity to attend, being a part of the North Suffolk School Sport and Health Partnership. 

We would just like to share a few highlights with you from the last half term. 
We began with our Year 3s attending a Matball competition at Benjamin Britain High School, 

where our A and B teams had great success and a brilliant afternoon out, with the A team 

finishing in 3rd position overall and the B team winning their league! 

Next, our Year 1 and 2 children accepted an invitation to play in a Futsal competition at Raw 

Soccer. A great afternoon was had by all and budding Beckhams were discovered! 

Representatives from Years 3 – 6 were involved in the annual Cross Country event at St Felix 

School. This proved to be a gruelling contest 

on a very cold day in November! However, our 

athletes gave it their all, with some fantastic 

times being recorded. Congratulations to all 

the children involved, who were richly 

rewarded with juice, fruit and biscuits! 

With the Year 4 Unihoc competition still to 

come, we are hoping for even more wonderful 

performances from our A team, heroically led 

by Mrs Walpole. Good luck! 

Thank you to all the children who represented 

our school 

so well this term, including the Year 6 Tag Rugby team, the 

Quicksticks squad and the 7 a side football team, who all 

so narrowly missed out on major honours from the 1st half 

term. Also, thank you to all the staff involved with coaching 

the children and for assisting the children on the day.  

We hope to bring you even more wonderful news in the New 

Year. Happy Holidays from the PE team. (Mr Jones) 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

Our vision encapsulates what we all want Woods Loke Primary School to be, and this is 

the common goal that we’ll all be working towards in the coming months and years… 

 



We have had a very busy half term in nursery. Around Halloween the children were very 

interested in skeletons and bones. We found a life size skeleton and learnt about different 

bones in the body, we even learnt a skeleton dance! This also led us to measuring different 

parts of our bodies. Many children decided to draw around each 

other and then compare sizes. They used cubes to measure how tall 

they were and they were then introduced to rulers and how to use 

them to measure. Learning about Skeletons then led to an interest 

in Doctors. We found a few books in the library linked to this which 

the children enjoyed reading. We turned our role play area into a 

doctor’s surgery and added x-ray pictures to our light box. The 

children have enjoyed writing down appointment times and 

prescriptions for their ‘patients’. This also led to some fantastic 

imaginative play and language used by the children.  

This half term Reception have been focusing on the theme ‘Into the Woods’. We learnt about 

the story ‘The Gruffalo’ and went on an Autumn walk to investigate what Autumn treasures we 

could find. We looked carefully at similarities and differences between natural objects and 

talked about seasonal changes. We have been learning about rhyming words and creating our 

own rhymes. After reading ‘The Jolly Christmas Postman’, the children enjoyed writing letters 

to Santa and they walked to the post box to post them to him. Some children decided they 

would also like to send letters to their families and, after writing them and making envelopes, 

went to the post office to post them. Our piece of art was ‘Rowan Leaves’ by Andy Goldsworthy 

and the children created some fantastic pieces of transient art using natural loose parts, they 

also made some lovely pictures from leaves, based on the story ‘Leaf Man’. In Maths, the 

children have been focusing on one more and one less than a given number, subtraction, 

addition, repeated patterns and weighing Christmas presents. The children were interested in 

theatres and the cinema and as a result we made 

popcorn, turned the classrooms into theatres and 

cinemas and went on our first school trip to the cinema 

to watch ‘Wreck It Ralph 2’, the children really 

enjoyed this experience and had a wonderful time! 

Thank you all for your support this half term 

especially with our Christmas Performances. We wish 

you a Merry Christmas and look forward to more 

fantastic learning in the new year.  

 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

Our vision is for a school where everyone aspires to be the best they can be… 



One term gone already, where did that go to? However, the children are all so well established 

and settled into their classes and routines it seems like they have been there for ages. This 

has, as always, been a busy term with a huge amount going on across the 4 classes. Year 1 have 

been building their learning experiences based on an African theme, as well as embedding 

phonic and maths skills. Independent challenges are embedded now with children tackling a 

variety each week.  
Year 2 have followed a learning journey based on the book ‘Follow the Swallow’ in 2JS and ‘You 

Can’t Take An Elephant On A Bus’ in 2CM. Both have used these books as stimulus for creative 

writing, investigating continents, countries and climates, developing a variety of map skills as 

well as creating bird feeders. Art skills development has also been a focus. Pop into our 

corridor to see our ‘Roller Coaster’ and ‘Migration Scene’. 2CM joined forces with their ‘buddy’ 

class to share and improve story writing skills. 

Key Stage One had their first opportunity to compete at a sports tournament. 12 children 

represented us at a football competition with both teams winning several of their games. One 

team finished a commendable 3rd place. The team managers, Mrs Barrett and Mr Clark (very 

excited and completely unbiased) were very proud of how all the children represented Woods 

Loke. 

It was really pleasing to see such strong parental 

support at the share afternoons, both in Year One and 

Two. We hope you enjoyed having the opportunity to 

work alongside your child being a science detective or 

artist with the variety of activities. The feedback 

from the children was 

very enthusiastic. 

The Christmas Concert I know was another highlight as staff and 

children practised hard to learn words alongside the already 

action-packed timetable of learning and Christmas fun. 

 Important reminder: please can you make sure that all clothing 

is named; there is a huge pile, even after the rehoming session 

following the Christmas Concert. 

Have an enjoyable holiday and best wishes for the New Year 

from us all in KS1. 

 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school where children can grow into happy, safe, confident individuals, inspired by a 

dynamic and innovative curriculum which celebrates diversity, creativity and curiosity… 

 



Merry Christmas, happy Hanukkah, joyous Kwanzaa, joyeux Noël and yuletide greetings from 

Years 3 and 4. It has been a busy half term and everyone is ready for a well-deserved rest! 
Year 3 have linked their topic learning to this half term’s focus book, ‘Harry Potter and the 

Philosopher’s Stone’, as well as their focus piece of music ‘Hedwig's theme’.  

This topic has lent itself to lots of wonderful writing. They starting off by reading the text 

and creating a pen portrait of Harry using amazing adjectives to try and bring their character 

descriptions to life. The children used empathy to write about how we would feel if we were 

Harry, sleeping in the cupboard under the stairs and being treated so badly by the Dursleys; 

we linked this to talking about feelings and emotional well-being.  

After that, Year 3 learnt to write formally, devising letters to Professor 

Dumbledore accepting his invitation to join Hogwarts School. In addition, 

the children planned, wrote and edited stories as if they were Harry Potter 

entering and seeing Diagon Alley for the first time. To immerse the 

children in this learning they created their own Diagon Alley model as well 

as detailed drawings of all the different sights they would see walking down 

this magical street. To add detail and depth to the stories the children 

wrote descriptions of a shop on Diagon Alley that that would like to own. In the end the children 

transformed their classrooms into ‘Hogspeed’ and the ‘Kingdom of Woods Loke’ and invited the 

parents in to help us finish their 3D representations during the share session. Thanks to all 

those who were able to come and support the children's learning in Years 3 and 4.  

Year 4’s learning centred around mythical creatures and board games. After being given 

existing creatures as a muse, the children sketched then painted their own mythical creature. 

They developed their image of their own beast by making clay models before representing it 

in the style of Andy Goldsworthy, their focus artist. This led them to writing a detailed 

description of their own creature. Moving on the learning, these creatures were used to inspire 

the backstory of a new board game. To ensure success in their game design the children 

conducted detailed product research; by playing some board games! This was not all fun and 

foolery, they looked into the key aspects of what makes a game fun and displayed their 

findings. Year 4 researched the current market, looking at average costs of games, as well as 

researching the cost involved to make their game, then calculating 

what profit they thought they could make. To develop their games, 

they needed to make an effective prototype. Once the game was 

developed they made their final version of the game, ready to 

accompany their presentation over video call to the (coughs) boss 

of a leading game manufacturer! 

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school with dedicated and committed staff who work together to inspire, encourage 

and support all who learn here… 

 



This half term, Years 5 and 6 have been learning about the Victorians. Our learning journey 

began with the key question – ‘Who were the Victorians?’ This enabled the pupils to learn 

about Queen Victoria, her life, her family and her legacy. Pupils were encouraged to use an 

enquiry based approach to their learning, which involved pupils researching aspects of Queen 

Victoria’s life which interested them most. 

Following on from our introduction to the Victorians, the pupils have also studied what 

childhood was like during the Victorian era. They have been learning about poverty, working in 

factories, chimneys and coal mines and the dangers associated with working from a very early 

age. The most fascinating part of our topic occurred as pupils learned about school life for 

children in the Victorian age, especially the repetitive learning They even encountered the 

punishments given if the pupils did not behave! Pupils discovered that the cane or wearing the 

‘Dunce’s Hat’ were quite minor responses compared to more severe consequences such as 

wearing a log or being suspended from the school roof in a basket!  

On a more positive note, the Year 5 and 6 pupils also looked at 

home life for Victorian children. In particular, learning about what 

food was eaten for meal times and what children did in their 

leisure time. Pupils wrote diary entries, detailing a Saturday 

afternoon playing with wooden dolls, trains or hopscotch outside. 

There was also a study of Victorian houses and how rooms were decorated. This led to an artist 

study of William Morris and how his patterns were used as wallpaper in many Victorian homes. 

The Year 5 and 6 pupils used their study of William Morris to recreate his work and they made 

printing blocks to use and create their own wallpaper designs. 

Pupils have also looked at key inventions from the Victorian period such as the telephone, 

trains, medicines and the introduction of seaside holidays. Time was spent looking at 

entertainment at the seaside and in particular how Punch and Judy shows became popular 

during this time. Our Year 5 and 6 pupils made their own puppets and recreated the infamous 

story using an authentic theatre backdrop and their amazing acting skills! 

After such a busy and information crammed half term, the 

children are working towards our topic finale - The Victorian 

Christmas Fayre. This promises to be an extravaganza, showing 

key parts of our topic with some songs from our key text ‘Oliver 

Twist’, dancing, and craft stalls to share with Parents and Carers 

to complete our topic in style! 

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

…A school where we work in partnership with our families, our Governors and our 

community to promote a life-long love of learning… 

 



The SEN / Pastoral Team: This term we have welcomed Mrs Norman and Mrs Orves to our 

team. Mrs Norman, has replaced Mrs Goddard as one of our SENCOs and Mrs Orves is now 

one of our SEN Teaching Assistants. Sadly, we are saying goodbye to Mrs Julings at Christmas. 

Mrs Julings has worked at the school for many years and has supported numerous pupils with 

reading, spelling and phonics. We wish her all the best as she pursues new challenges in her 

family business.   

Training: This term, Mrs Orves, Mrs Giddins and Mrs Norman have attended training on the 

'Early Talk Boost' programme which supports early communication skills. We are excited to be 

starting to deliver this programme in EYFS. Mrs Orves has also met with the Dyslexia 

Outreach teacher to enable her to continue the fabulous work that Mrs Julings has been doing. 

The team, and any other relevant staff, have also updated their training in various medical 

areas such as diabetes, epilepsy and epi-pen training.  

Interventions: We are currently reviewing our groups for interventions in preparation for the 

new year. Mrs Adams, our Pastoral Support Assistant, has been running some new social skills 

groups this term with other members of the SEN Team. This has worked really well, as the 

second person is based in the child's department so they can help to ensure that these skills 

are transferred back into the classroom. We have been monitoring the progress of these pupils 

and discussing needs with the teachers. We will write to parents individually, regarding any 

new groupings, in the Spring term. 

SEN Support Plans: Last term, we changed the style of our IEPs to be a more useful running 

record of support and targets. These records are now called 'SEN Support Plans' and are kept 

in one document and updated each term when the class teacher meets with one of the SENCOs 

to discuss each pupil on the SEN Register. At this meeting, we review previous targets and 

support and then agree new targets and interventions. These plans are then shared with 

parents in the same way as IEPs. These plans are then shared with parents in the same way as 

IEPs. The teachers have commented on how useful this time is to discuss strategies and 

targets for individual pupils. We have continued this approach this term. 

Drop- ins: Our new half termly drop-in sessions have also proved to be very useful. The school 

nurse has attended these sessions, alongside Mrs Paisley our Pastoral Support Worker. We 

hope to continue to develop these sessions and offer a range of topics that parents and carers 

can pop in and chat about. If you would like an individual appointment with either Mrs Paisley, 

or our school nurse, please contact the school office. 

 
 

O U R  S C H O O L  V I S I O N 

 



The School Council have been very busy this Autumn Term. Ewan, our Year 6 President, has a 

done a great job at opening our special School Council assembly and revealing to the school the 

winners of the Woods Loke poster competition. Once again, congratulations to Pixie Denning in 

Year 1 and Bethany Crisp in Year 4! 

Tea Towels were the focus this half term and the School Council had an interesting time 

putting the pictures together and creating the tea towel! Thank you to everyone who has 

supported the School Council; you have all helped to raise an amazing £1016.80!!!!!!!!! So the 

next job the School Council have to do is decide how to spend it? Any ideas? 

The School Council will be hosting an afternoon tea with the school Governors and they are 

very much looking forward to asking them questions about their role in the school. They are 

also looking forward to the menu of sandwiches and cakes! 

The School Council now proudly wear special badges so 

everyone can see they are School Council and are 

representing the School. 

the Spring Term will, I'm sure, be just as exciting for the 

School Council as they are an imaginative and brilliant group 

of pupils! Well done to them all. (Mrs Barratt) 

The School Council with the winners of poster competition. 

 

 

 

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FORM 

As part of our commitment to inform and consult with parents, we very much value your 

opinions and suggestions. Do you have any ideas for changes or improvements? Please feel 

free to let us know by using this form, or alternatively, you can always come and see me in 

person. After all, if we don’t know about it, we can’t help to make things better. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This authority is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children, young people and 

vulnerable adults and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment.  Mr Crawley is responsible 

for safeguarding at Woods Loke Primary school. (Mrs. Marchand and Mrs. Paisley are alternative DSLs). 

 

 

 


